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Cindy Cup And Doorbella, At It Again.

The Noun was buzzing with noise, Noun was a Adjective place to live. Down in the

station, two figures were standing in the shadows, blogging for their fans. They were The Adjective

Noun Noun and her Daughter, Noun . Both were famous for their train riding and

their 20 Million Subsribers on Youtube. They both used to live in Noun , but soon they realized that

there was more fun to be had and after wreaking the city, they moved to Noun , hoping for a better life.

The train station have become their second home, a place where they can become one with their home.

Noun and Noun haven't always been youtube stars, Noun started with

Verb Present ends in ING slime and soon made her way to the top charts, Noun had to join in with the

fun. But instead of Slime, she was famous for her fashion tips and tricks. She was also very popular for her booty

dance, which she and Bella do all day long. In 1866, they decided on the name Noun for they

subscribers. All their subs were that name with pride and joy!

Noun and Noun , soon decided on Verb Present ends in ING their own story, The Life Of Our

Bootys, telling the world how they got here and why you should eat more edible slime! This story also tells the

Adjective tale of the train station, and how they both got kidnapped by the train and were stuck there for

years, when they returned they were treated with money because they had been going live the whole time! The

book was a hit and they got 12 thousand more subscribers the day it came out! They were both featured in the

news



and were asked weather they regret being kidnapped by the train. They said that they have no regrets and that

everyone needs to try doing it, because what else should you spend your life doing?

Noun Noun and Noun Noun and now to this day the most popular You

Tubers in the world, and their dance is being taught in many a dance class all around the world. They may have

gotten very far in life, but there is much more to come for Noun Noun and Noun .
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